ABSTRACT The development of steganography technology threatens the security of privacy information in smart campus. To prevent privacy disclosure, a linguistic steganalysis method based on word embedding is proposed to detect the privacy information hidden in synonyms in the texts. With the continuous Skipgram language model, each synonym and words in its context are represented as word embeddings, which aims to encode semantic meanings of words into low-dimensional dense vectors. The context fitness, which characterizes the suitability of a synonym by its semantic correlations with context words, is effectively estimated by their corresponding word embeddings and weighted by TF-IDF values of context words. By analyzing the differences of context fitness values of synonyms in the same synonym set and the differences of those in the cover and stego text, three features are extracted and fed into a support vector machine classifier for steganalysis task. The experimental results show that the proposed steganalysis improves the average F-value at least 4.8% over two baselines. In addition, the detection performance can be further improved by learning better word embeddings.
I. INTRODUCTION
In nowadays, with the development of communication and information technologies, smart campuses have attracted more and more attentions from industry, academia, and education [1] . Smart campuses provide a better teaching and learning environment for teachers and students with improved teaching quality and efficiency. However, smart campus system may be threatened by different attacks from viruses, trojan horses, steganography [2] , [3] that could negatively impact the security of the smart campuses [4] . In smart campus system, there are massive digital information resources [5] with abundant personal privacy information. The privacy information such as passwords, credit card accounts, identification cards, etc. of teachers and students may be captured by trojan horses, while steganography can be employed to imperceptibly transmit privacy information out of smart campuses, which will not only result in great economic losses but also put teachers and students in danger. Therefore, steganalysis, which aims to discover the existence of information hidden by steganography and even extract the information hidden [6] , should be an important research topic for smart campuses to prevent privacy disclosure. With the development of related computational theories [7] , [8] , machine learning [9] - [12] , and deep learning [13] , the performance of steganalysis can be greatly improved to effectively protect the privacy information in smart campuses.
With the prevalence of digital texts, linguistic steganography has attracted increasing interest during the past few years. Researchers proposed various linguistic steganographic methods [14] , [15] to achieve the goal of covert communication. The secret message is embedded into a cover text by equivalent linguistic transformations to preserve the meaning of the original text. As the existence of the secret message is unknown to the third part, it can be effectively protected. However, it is possible for the terrorist to deploy the linguistic steganography for planning terrorist activities, making illegal transactions, exchanging secret information, etc. In order to supervise and prevent the abuse of the linguistic steganography, a countermeasure technique called linguistic steganalysis is proposed to discover the existence of the secret message in a text [16] , [17] .
In the field of linguistic steganography, synonym substitution(SS) is a popular transformation adopted by many researchers [18] - [25] . It treats synonymous words as interchangeable elements to form a substitution set. The alterations of the choice of synonyms in a substitution set can hide information and generate unsuspicious alternatives for a cover text. According to this theory, Winstein [18] developed the first practical SS-based steganographic system, called Tlex, which employed a multi-base coding method to encode synonyms extracted from WordNet. The secret information is hidden in the text by selecting proper synonyms from substitution sets. Unfortunately, this approach is not ideal, because this system would produce many semantic and pragmatic problems in the stego text and change the statistical characteristics of the cover text.
Consequently, researchers have started looking into selecting grammatically and semantically correct synonym transformations to generate more fluent stego texts and ensure that the statistical characteristics of the stego text are nearly the same with its cover one. For example, Chang and Clark [19] proposed a sophisticate vertex coding method to encode collected synonyms into unrepeated bit string, and checked the applicability of each synonym in its context by a N-gram count method with the Google N-gram corpus. Barmawi [20] used lexical substitution and additional syntactical transformation to increase the payload capacity. Xiang et al. [21] proposed a synonym run-length encoding method to embed information by self-adaptively making a positive or negative synonym transformation. As a result, the number of relative high and low frequency synonyms were almost preserved to reduce the embedding distortion. Yang et al. [22] bought ideas from image steganography into the SS linguistic steganography, which applied the matrix embedding to improve the embedding efficiency by reducing the number of synonym substitutions. Hu et al. [23] propose a double-layered STC (Syndrome-trellis code) scheme to minimize statistical and linguistic distortion caused by synonym substitutions. Particularly, Xiang et al. [24] only selected the most and the second most frequent synonym (with highest and second highest frequency) in a synonym set for embedding information. The employed synonyms were effectively compressed by adaptive arithmetic coding to provide a spare for accommodating additional data. The statistical changes caused by synonym substitutions can be reduced by compressing the secret message, which shortened the length of the practical embedded payload [25] .
The methods mentioned above have been shown to be effective for hiding information. However, during the information embedding process, the statistical and linguistic characteristics of a text are inevitably changed, which are clues for the steganalysis. In steganalysis methods, it is the key issue to extract detection features to comprehensively depict the changes caused by embedding operations [26] . Some useful features derived from the analysis of the N-gram language model [27] , the inverse document frequency(IDF) [28] , the context cluster [29] , the relative frequency [30] - [32] , etc. were proposed for steganalysis task.
The N-gram language model-based steganalysis [27] was the first work against SS linguistic steganography, which extracted features by estimating N-gram probabilities from unmodified and steganographically modified sentences. In [28] , the context information weighted by the IDF was employed to measure the suitability of a synonym in its context, and then statistical features were extracted to distinguish normal texts from stego ones. While [29] introduced the context cluster, which composed of a synonym and its context words, to estimate the context fitness. These methods have undesirable detection accuracy or low running efficiency. Thus, researchers focused on relative frequencybased steganalysis, which performed best. Reference [30] sorted the synonymous words in descending order in terms of their frequencies in a large corpus to form a synonym vector. Each synonym has its own attribute pair including its position in a synonym vector and the vector's dimension. The relative frequencies of part of attribute pairs appearing in the detected text are computed for extracting detection features. Reference [30] had greatly improved the detection accuracy compared with the method in [28] . Meanwhile, Chen et al. [32] proposed a similar method based on relative frequency analysis, which evaluated the natural relative frequency(NRF) of each substitution element (synonym) within a certain substitution set (a synonymous word set) by their frequencies occurring in a large corpus. Then, the expectation and variance of NRF values of all synonyms in the text were computed as features to detect the secret message. This method performed slightly better than the method in [30] .
The existing steganalysis methods can distinguish stego texts from the normal texts with high detection accuracy. Nevertheless, they only consider shallow features, which cannot well capture word semantics and do not include much more informative, various low-level word interactions and relations. As evidence by [33] and [34] , lacking such essential information may decrease the representation performance and cause hazard for the following learning task. Therefore, detection performance of the steganalysis should be further improved by making useful of deep semantic characteristics of words, which can sensitively capture the changes caused by synonym substitutions for embedding information.
Motivated by the advantages of word distributed representation, which is beneficial to many natural language processing tasks, such as named entity recognition [35] , sentiment classification [36] , etc., a linguistic steganalysis based on word embedding is proposed in this paper. It extracts semantic features by using Neural Network Language Model (NNLM) to reveal the deep and implicit semantic relationships between a synonym and its context words, which are all represented to word embeddings. Based on this, the context fitness measuring the suitability of a synonym in a certain context is modeled by using word embeddings and TF-IDF. Finally, three detection features are extracted by analyzing the context fitness values of synonymous words and fed into a SVM classifier to distinguish stego texts from cover ones. Several experiments are conducted to verify the performance of the proposed method. The experimental results show that the proposed steganalysis method can effectively detect the synonym-substitution-based steganography and it has good generalization ability. Specially, if the word embeddings are learned from the similar subject with the detected stego texts, the proposed steganalysis will perform better.
In summary, the key contributions of this work include: 1) A novel linguistic steganalysis is proposed, which provides an effective way to analyze texts for recognizing synonym-substitution-based stego texts. 2) This paper first introduces word embeddings for steganalysis. Incorporating with word embeddings of synonyms and words in their context, effective detection features can be extracted to better capture the statistical and linguistic changes caused by embedding information. 3) We demonstrate that, by using word embeddings, we can able to get better detection performance than other linguistic steganalysis methods. Moreover, the detection performance of the proposed method can be improved by enhancing the quality of word embeddings. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we review related work on word representation. The details of the proposed steganalysis will be described in Section III. In Section IV, we present and discuss experimental results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. WORD REPRESENTATION
The ability to model differences among diverse stego and cover texts plays a critical role in linguistic steganalysis. The first task is to represent words affected by SS steganography to capture the changes of statistical and linguistic characteristics. The existing linguistic steganalysis methods are just employed shallow and insufficient information to represent a word and measure its suitability in a certain context. In order to well capture semantics of natural language words, specially, synonymous words for extracting more effective detection features, we employ word representation learning to map a word into low-dimensional dense vectors.
Word representation learning is very worthwhile, which is a mathematical object associated with each word and represents each word into a vector with word features, semantic or grammatical interpretations. It has received more and more attention in the field of Natural Language Processing (NLP). One of the traditional representations is One-hot representation. It converts each word to a symbolic ID, which indicates the word's index in the vocabulary, and then transforms a word into a feature vector. The dimension of the vector of each word is the same as the size of the vocabulary, but only one dimension is on, while others are off. However, this one-hot representation has two significant drawbacks: (1) curse of dimensionality (2) fail of capturing the semantic similarity between words.
To overcome the shortcomings of one-hot representation, low-dimensional distributed word representation learning represents a word to a dense real-valued low-dimensional word embedding induced by neural language models [37] . Most works for learning word embeddings are based on the thought of modeling the semantic relationship between a word and its context words. The most representative work is done by Bengio et al. [38] . They firstly employed a feedforward Neural Network Language Model (NNLM) to learn the word representations, also known as word embeddings. Later, Mikolov et al. [39] proposed a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based language model to represent words into word embeddings, which made full use of all the context information to predict the next word.
To improve the quality of word embeddings and the training speed, Mikolov et al. [40] again proposed two novel model architectures for computing continuous vector representations of words from very large data sets. One is Continuous Bag-of-Words Model(CBOW) predicting the word w t with the context words {w t−2 , w t−1 , w t+1 , w t+2 }. The second one is Continuous Skip-gram, which uses each word w t to predict the context words {w t−2 , w t−1 , w t+1 , w t+2 }. Both can generate high quality word embeddings, and are widely used in the NLP tasks due to their effectiveness and efficiency in word representation learning.
As each dimension of an word embedding represents a latent feature of the word, it was found that word embeddings can capture useful syntactic, semantic properties, and meaningful latent linguistic regularities in a very simple way. For example, word embedding operations V (Paris) − V (France) + V (Italy) result in a vector that is very close to V (Rome) [40] , [41] . Constant vector offset between a pair of words may share a particular relationship implying meaningful regularities. Moreover, some word embeddings can jointly represent the probability of word sequences from natural text. Significantly, word embeddings can surprisingly effectively express the semantic similarity between two words. Word embedding have been successfully at improving and simplifying many NLP tasks, such as Named Entity Recognition [35] , sentiment analysis [36] , part-of-speech (POS) [42] , relation extraction [43] , etc.
III. WORD EMBEDDING BASED STEGANALYSIS
Word embeddings reveal context information and contain rich semantic information, thus, the suitability of a synonym in the context can be effectively measured by exploiting word embeddings, which is benefit for linguistic VOLUME 6, 2018 steganalysis task. By taking advantages of word embeddings, we propose a linguistic steganalysis method to leverage the word-level semantics, correlations within word embeddings to aid us in modeling the changes caused by synonym substitutions, and further enhance the detection performance against SS steganography.
A. FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED STEGANALYSIS
Existing linguistic steganalysis methods mainly mined detection features from word frequencies, word co-occurrence analysis, the n-gram model, etc. However, these features are very low-dimensional and shallow, failing to accurately capture the semantic information and the semantic correlations between words. Thus, they cannot well perceive the semantic differences brought by synonym substitutions during embedding information.
To solve the problem of effectively and efficiently capturing the semantic information of words affected by SS-steganography, this paper introduces word embeddings for modeling the suitability of a synonym in the certain context. Then, the detection features are extracted for differentiating stego text and normal one. The detection of stego texts can be regarded as a classification problem, i.e. classifying the stego texts from normal ones, so a large-scale training stego and cover texts should be prepared for training a classifier in the training process. With the trained classifier, a test text will be determined whether it is a normal or a stego one using the same way to extract detection features. In this paper, SVM(Support Vector Machine)are employed as the classifier. Fig. 1 illustrates the framework of the proposed method. From  Fig. 1 , we can observe that the proposed steganalysis can mainly divided into three parts:
1) WORD REPRESENTATION
Given large-scale text corpora, a distributed word representation learning model is firstly employed to learn a real-valued low-dimensional vector for every word in the vocabulary. In this paper, continuous skip-gram language model, a type of NNLM, is selected to produce word embeddings for downstream steganalysis task. For a training or test text in our steganalysis task, we first recognize all the occurring synonyms, and then find their synonymous words in the corresponding substitution sets, and the words in their context windows. Finally, we represent these related found words into word embeddings.
2) FEATURE EXTRACTING
As word embedding can be conveniently used to measure the semantic distance between two words, the word correlation between a synonym and each word in its context windows is estimated by using their word embeddings. At the same time, the TF-IDF value of each context word will be calculated for measuring its importance to current synonym. With the acquired word correlations and TF-IDF values, the context fitness of each synonym from the same substitution set is obtained under the same context window, to sensitively perceive differences between different substitution elements. Finally, three detection features are calculated from the characteristics of the calculated context fitness values in a text.
3) CLASSIFICATION
The extracted detection features of all training texts are fed into a SVM classifier. Then the test text can be classified through the trained classifier according to its detection features.
B. WORD EMBEDDING GENERATION
SS linguistic steganography substituted a synonym with its synonymous words from the corresponding substitution set to embed information into the cover text. To analyze the influence on the text caused by synonym substitutions, not only the statistical changes, but also the linguistic changes should be effectively captured, so the influenced words should be represented into an effective semantic vector to discover the differences between a stego and cover text.
We begin our steganalysis process with leaning the word embeddings with semantic regularities. We adopt a recently developed efficient distributed word representations model called Skip-gram language model to learn word embeddings. The skip-gram model, which is an unsupervised feature learning algorithm, trains large-scale corpora to gradually converge words with similar meanings to nearby areas in the vector space.
The goal of Skip-gram model is to learn word representations which are good at predicting a center word's neighborhood words within in a certain context window. Mathematically, Skip-gram model maximizes the average log probability:
where w 1 , w 2 , · · · , w N is a sequence of training words, and k is the size of the training context window. The probability p(w i+j |w i ), which is the core, is defined by using a softmax function:
where V w and V w represent the input and output representation of w, respectively, and M is the size of the vocabulary. Essentially, the Skip-gram model is a bag-of-words model. As the representation of each word reflects a weighted bag of context words those co-occur with it, the learned word embeddings can well characterize the semantic information of a word. Compared with the previously used neural network language models for learning word embeddings, the structure of Skip-gram model is very simple, and its training is extremely efficient and effective. Especially, the Skip-gram model does a better job for infrequent words. As partial synonyms used in the SS linguistic steganography have low frequencies, to learn better word embeddings for synonyms, the Skip-gram model is a more appropriate choose than CBOW in the task of linguistic steganalysis.
Having learned the word embeddings by using Skip-gram model to train large-scale unstructured text corpora, a word is represented to a word embedding, i.e., a low-dimensional vector. Given a word w, its word embedding in the form of vector is expressed as follows:
where m denotes the dimension of the word embedding. As shown in [41] , in general, m is suggested to be greater than 50. The larger m is, the higher the capability of capturing subtle semantics and syntactic information is. However, the computational complexity increases as the dimension of the word embedding increases. Therefore, choice of m should be overall considering several influence factors, e.g. the scale of the training corpus, computation speed, etc. In general, each synonym substitution for embedding information in the SS steganography can only cause changes on context words, which surround the substituted synonym, thus, not all the words in the detected text are required to be represented by their word embeddings. Suppose that only the 2k words surrounding each substituted synonym have dependencies with the center word. These 2k words are defined to the context window of the center word. A synonym may be replaced by any one of its synonymous words in the process of embedding information. The synonymous words without appearing in a text are also important for steganalysis.
Thus, to reduce the noise caused by useless words, only the synonyms in the text, their synonymous words in the corresponding substitution sets, and the words in their context windows are represented to their word embeddings learned by employing Skip-gram model.
By checking the words in a text using a prepared synonym dictionary, the synonyms are recognized. Given a synonym s in the detected text, its context window is denoted as c(s).
where w 1 , · · · , w k is the k continuous words in front of s, while w k+1 , · · · , w 2k is the k continuous words after s. The substitution set of w i locating in is denoted as S(s) = {sw 1 , sw 2 , · · · , sw x }, where sw 1 , sw 2 , · · · , sw x are synonymous with s. The words related to s are all represented as their corresponding word embeddings illustrated by Fig. 2 . Take the sentence ''He holds him with his glittering eye, the wedding guest stood still'' as an example. With a prepared synonym dictionary for steganalysis, a synonym ''glittering'' is found, and its substitution set is S(glittering) = {glittering, aglitter, gliting, glittery}. Set the size of the context window k = 5, then words in its context window are ''He'', ''holds'', ''him'', ''with'', ''his'', ''eye'', ''the'', ''wedding'', ''guest'', ''stood''. The related words are all represented to word embeddings illustrated by Fig. 3 . 
C. CONTEXT FITNESS CALCULATION
Each related word is replacing with the corresponding m-dimensional word embedding. As the words whose word embeddings are close to each other have been proven to have similar semantic and syntactic properties, we directly measure the correlation between a synonym and one of its context words by cosine distance between the corresponding word embeddings. Given a synonym s, its ith context word w i , and their corresponding word embeddings − → V (s), − → V (w i ), the word correlation of s and w i is calculated as follows:
The calculated correlation between a synonym and its context word can be exploited for effectively measuring the suitability of a synonym in the certain context. However, the importance of context words are unbalanced for the central word.
For example, the function word and part of notional words, such as ''a'', ''the'', ''of'' and ''who'', which have high frequencies, always have less useful information than mediumfrequency words such as ''enhance'', ''refuse'' and ''stand''. Thus, word correlations from different context words would make different contribution to measure the suitability of a synonym. Sometimes, an infrequently used word, which appears more frequently in the current document, can better express the meaning of the document than other frequently used word in the corpus, which has low frequency in the document. In order to reduce the interference caused by highfrequency words that have very less information, we use the TF-IDF method to assess the importance of a context word to the certain synonym. Accordingly, the context fitness of a synonym in a certain context is defined in this paper as:
where tfidf (w i ) denotes the TF-IDF value of the word w i in the text. In any corpus and document, some words such as ''the'' and ''a'' have extremely high frequency, but they have very little useful information. These stopwords are insignificant for evaluating the context fitness. Therefore, we filter stopwords out of the context window by setting their TF-IDF values as 0. The process of calculating the context fitness of a synonym is illustrated by Fig. 4 .
With the learned word embeddings, the context fitness of ''glittering'' in the above-mentioned example is calculated as follow: 
D. FEATURE EXTRACTION
A cover synonym, which originally used in the cover text, may be replaced by its any synonymous words in the corresponding substitution set for embedding information. However, the context fitness values of different synonymous words are different in the same context. Thus, we should 
where 1 ≤ i ≤ x. For the above-mentioned sentence in the example, it is a normal sentence without being modified, and the synonym ''glittering'' is original. After calculating the context fitness of ''glittering'', we replace ''glittering'' with a synonymous word in its substitution set, and calculate the context fitness of each substituted synonym in the current same context, respectively. The results are shown in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , in the same context, the context fitness will vary with the synonymous words. In general, the original word in a normal text should be the most appropriate word for the current context, its context fitness will be largest compared with those of its synonymous words. Therefore, when an original synonym in the cover text is replaced by its synonymous word for embedding information, the new word would not be very appropriate to the current context compared with the original word, leading to a relatively small context fitness. For example, the original ''glittering'' has the highest context fitness 0.2279 in the example sentence. When it is replaced by ''aglitter'',''glinting'', or ''glittery'', the context fitness would be significant reduced, which are consistent with human judgments of the suitability of a word.
Meanwhile, the results of Google searching these four synonymous words are as following: ''glittering'': 39,900,000; ''aglitter'': 7,580,000; ''glinting'': 2,290,000; ''glittery'': 43,500,000. If we take these results to measure the suitability of a word in a certain context, it may mistakenly regard ''glittery'', which appears in most results than other three synonymous words, as the original used word in the example sentence. However, it is not the most appropriate word in the current context. It can be easy found that word embeddings can more accurately measure the context fitness than using word frequencies.
With the above analysis, if the context fitness of a synonym in the detected text is not the maximum of context fitness values of all the words in its substitution set, then it is doubtful that this word may not be the original one, which may be a stego word employing for embedding secret message. If there are much more synonyms in the detected text are in this case, then the detected text is a stego text with a very high probability.
On the other hand, the context fitness values of words in the substitution set have significant differences, the larger the context fitness of a synonym is, the smaller the probability of a synonym being a stego one is. In most cases, a synonym in the cover text has larger context fitness value than its stego synonymous word in the corresponding stego text. Therefore, we extract features to detect the stego texts by comparing the context fitness of each synonym appearing in the detected text with the maximum context fitness of the words in its substitution set, and analyzing the mean of the calculated context fitness values.
Suppose all the synonyms sequentially appearing in a text are {s 1 , s 2 , · · · , s n }. 
where
Generally speaking, the context fitness values from the same synonym set is unbalance. We find that the CFMR of a normal text tends to be greater than that of its stego text, since an original synonym always has the highest context fitness than its synonymous words. In most cases, in the normal text,
holds. While for embedding information into a normal text, more synonyms with highest context fitness values have been replaced by their synonymous words with lower context fitness values, while fewer synonyms with lower context fitness values are replaced by their synonymous words with highest context fitness values. Thus, the amount of synonyms which have maximum context fitness in its synonym set is reduced by synonym substitutions for embedding secret message. We then infer that the CFMR of a stego text is always smaller than that of its corresponding cover text. Obviously, the CFM has the similar trend as the CFMR.
On the other hand, if the context fitness of a synonym is different from the maximum context fitness of its substitution set, this synonym is likely a substituted stego word. By synonym substitutions, the amount of this kind of synonym in the stego text is more than that in the corresponding cover text, thus the stego text should have a larger CFMD than its corresponding cover text.
In a word, the cover text should have larger CFMR, CFM and smaller CFMD than the stego text.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method by extensive experiments. We compared our method with two baseline steganalysis methods on the same datasets for fair comparison. In addition, we investigate the influences made by the corpus and language model of learning word embeddings.
A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) THE TOOLKIT OF LEARNING WORD EMBEDDINGS
In experiments, we employ word2vec 1 for learning word embeddings. It is an effective and efficient toolkit to implement Skip-gram model and CBOW model. In the Word2vec, there has a parameter called min_count using for filtering out unusual words. If the frequency of a word is less than the preset min_count, it will be filtered out for learning word embeddings. In fact, some synonyms used in steganography and steganalysis have very low frequencies. In order to acquire the word embeddings of these infrequent used synonyms, we set the min_count to 1.
2) THE CORPORA FOR LEARNING WORD EMBEDDINGS
In the task of natural language processing, the corpus always plays an important role. There are several corpora publicly available, while the efficient and quality of the word embedding vary with the employed language model and training corpora. As the word embedding has a big influence on detection performance of our proposed method, the involved experiments of learning word embeddings are carried out on two corpora.
• GoogleNews corpus. Google has a tremendous Google News dataset and pre-trained word embeddings on part of this dataset, which is about 100 billion words. By training the Skip-gram model with Word2vec, 300-dimensional word embeddings for 3 million words and phrases were obtained and published, which can be directly downloaded from the Internet. 2
• Gutenberg corpus. we downloaded more than 40 thousand texts from Project Gutenberg 3 on March 21, 2016 to form a Gutenberg corpus for our experiments. Gutenberg corpus consists of 20.5GB English free eBooks, which are famous literatures in the world. The size, style and theme of Gutenberg corpus are different from GoogleNews corpus.
3) THE DATASETS FOR STEGANALYSIS TASK
In order to evaluate the performance of the involved steganalysis methods, several synonym substitution-based steganographic methods are employed to generate stego texts. Thus, we generate 6 stego text datasets from a same cover text dataset with different embedding rates or different steganograpyhic methods. The employed datasets for testing the involved steganalysis methods are described as follows:
• cover text set. 5000 texts were selected randomly from our Gutenberg corpus as cover texts. Cover texts are embedded random secret information by different linguistic steganographic methods.
• stego text sets 1-4: Tlex-25%, Tlex-50%, Tlex-75% and Tlex-100%. The T-Lex steganographic tool [18] is the only available SS steganography system on the Internet, thus to our knowledge, all the current linguistic steganalysis against SS steganography mainly attacked T-Lex or its variants. Note that in our implementation, instead of embedding secret message with arbitrary length, we modify the code of T-Lex using specified embedding rate. This is because detection performance varies with embedding rates. A steganalysis method always achieves stronger capability of detecting stego texts with high embedding rate than those with low embedding rate. The first stego text set denoted as Tlex-25% is generated by using T-Lex to embed random secret message into each cover text with the embedding rate of 25%. In a similar way, the stego text sets of Tlex-50%, Tlex-75% and Tlex-100% are generated by T-Lex with embedding rate of 50%, 75% and 100%, respectively.
• stego text set 5: MC. We implement the Matrix-coding-based(MC-based) steganographic method in [22] for verifying the detection performance of steganalysis methods. MC-based method can achieve higher embedding efficiency than T-Lex tool, so that the security of stego texts generated by MC-based method are improved. However, MC-based method must embed message with certain embedding rates, which should be k/(2 k -1), (k=2,3,...). Namely, every 2 k -1 cover synonyms are embedded into k bits secret message.
In our experiments, we fix k = 3 to generate stego texts. The generated stego text set is denoted as MC.
• stego text set 6: STC. Moreover, the STC-based method in [23] is also implemented with STC simulator based on the publicly available codes for comparison. STC-based method minimized distortion caused by synonym substitutions to achieve high secure level. The stego text set generated by STC-based method with random secret message is denoted as STC. 
4) PERFORMANCE MEASURE
In order to accurately evaluate the reliability of the steganalysis methods, we measure the detection results of the involved methods through three performance measures: precision, recall and F-value [44] , which are defined as follows:
where TP is the number of stego texts correctly predicted, FP is the number of cover texts incorrectly predicted as stego ones, FN is the number of stego texts incorrectly predicted as cover ones, TN is the numbers of cover texts correctly predicted. Obviously, in the field of steganalysis, we should pay more attention to recall, which measures the fraction of stego texts correctly predicted over all stego texts. However, the goals of recall and precision can be often conflicting. Thus, F-value metric is employed to represent the tradeoff between recall and precision. The parameter beta corresponds to the relative importance of recall vs precision. In this paper, it is set to 1.
B. DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT STEGANOGRAPHIC METHODS
For convenience, the proposed steganalysis based on word embedding is abbreviated to WES. First, WES employs word embeddings learned by Skip-gram model from GoogleNews corpus(WES-Google-skip) for detecting stego texts in different stego text sets. For each stego text set, 3000 stego texts are selected and combined with 3000 cover texts for training, and the remaining are used for testing. In the process of classifying stego and cover texts, WES utilizes SVM with RBF kernel as the classifier. 5-fold cross validation is chosen for measuring classification performance. For comparison, the steganalysis methods in [32] (named NRF) and in [30] (named PP) are implemented as baseline methods.
The detection results are listed in Table 1 . The experimental results demonstrate that WES-Google-skip can capture the subtle semantic changes of the stego texts successfully, thanks to the effectiveness of the learned word embeddings. As shown in Table 1 , WES-Google-skip performs best for all stego text sets. It can more effectively detect different SS steganographic methods than other two baseline steganalysis methods PP and NRF.
WES-Google-skip can accurately detect Tlex stego texts with various embedding rates, especially when the rate is greater than 50%. The performances of PP and NRF are not satisfactory when the embedding rate of Tlex stego texts is 25%. Meanwhile, for detecting MC and STC stego texts, WES also perform very well. Its precision, recall and F-value are all larger than those of PP and NRF. For all stego text sets in the experiments, WES-Google-skip achieves over 90% F-value. It improves the average F-value of PP by 11.01%, that of NRF by 4.8%. While the average precision and recall are oustrips PP method by 8.95% and 11.72%, NRF method by 3.7% and 5.32%, respectively. Moreover, from the results in Table 1 , we can see that different SS steganographic methods do not have a significant impact on our method, our method has good generalization.
C. DETECTION PERFORMANCE COMPARISON FOR DIFFERENT LEARNED WORD EMBEDDINGS
The same language model will learn word embeddings with different qualities from different corpora. For the same corpus, different word embeddings will be learned by different models. In order to investigate the effectiveness of the word embeddings for steganalysis, some more experiments VOLUME 6, 2018 are conducted. Firstly, we learn word embeddings by word2vec with Skip-gram model from the Gutenberg corpus. The proposed WES using these new word embeddings is denoted as WES-Gutenberg-skip. As the Skip-gram model is better for infrequent words and negative sampling with low dimensional vectors, word embeddings with only 100 dimensions are learned from Gutenberg corpus. Secondly, the CBOW model in word2vec is instead of Skipgram model for learning word embeddings with the same parameters. The steganalysis with word embeddings generated by CBOW model from Gutenberg corpus is denoted as WES-Gutenberg-CBOW.
Since the used cover texts in the experiments are all selected from the Gutenberg corpus, semantic and statistical characteristics captured by word embeddings from Gutenberg corpus may be consistent with those in the stego texts. In terms of distinguishing stego texts, better word embeddings are learned from Gutenberg corpus than from GoogleNews corpus, thus WES-Gutenberg-skip will achieve better detection performance than WES-Google-skip, which can be demonstrated by the detection results listed in Table 2 . For all the kinds of stego texts, WES-Gutenberg-skip have larger precision, recall, and F-value thanWES-Google-skip. WES-Gutenberg-skip outperforms WES-Google-skip by 0.2%, 0.87%, and 0.56% in terms of average precision, recall and F-value, respectively. It can demonstrate that WES-Gutenberg-skip can capture more statistical differences between stego and cover texts than WES-Google-skip, namely, WES-Gutenberg-skip works better than WES-Google-skip. Therefore, we can deduce that the detection performance of the proposed method can be further improved by using particular corpus to learn better word embeddings, whose derivation is consistent with the cover texts.
In order to study the detection performance over different embeddings from different language models, we compare WES-Google-skip with WES-Google-CBOW. The involved experimental results are shown in Table 2 . As we can see from Table 2 , CBOW model does not perform better than Skipgram model on the steganalysis task, which confirms to our previous conclusions.
Overall, high quality word embeddings will lead to good detection performance under the same steganalysis model. We can further improve our proposed steganalysis method by acquiring better word embeddings.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a linguistic steganalysis method base on word embedding for detecting the stego texts generated by synonym substitutions. The word embeddings are learned by Skip-gram language model for measuring the correlation between a synonym and its context. Then, the fitness of a synonym in the context is evaluated by the correlations of the synonym and its context words, while the correlations are weighted by TF-IDF method. The context fitness values of related synonyms are employed to extract detection features for discriminating stego texts and normal ones by using SVM as a classifier. The experimental results show that the proposed steganalysis method can effectively detect the synonym substitution-based steganography and has good generalization. Especially, using particular corpus or good language model to learning word embeddings with high quality, the detection performance can be further improved. 
